FILL OPTIONS

CUSHIONS & BACK PILLOWS

Cushion/back pillows fills are priced for most styles in the Kisabeth price list.
Other fills are readily available per your request, from heavy grade contract
foams to 100% white goose down.
• Contract Foam Dacron - designed for firmer seating for commercial use
or when desired for residential needs.
• Foam Dacron - sewn in muslin/dacron case + dacron wrapped foam.
Toss pillows are all fibre in a ticking case.
• Formula Fill - loose seats - foam wrapped with multiple layers of fibre +
muslin case. Pillows are blown in fibre.
• 25/75 Foam Down - loose seats - 25/75 grey goose down in channel
sewn down proof ticking over dacron wrapped HR foam. Back pillows
only 25/75 goose down in channeled cases.
• 25/75 Down - loose seats and pillows filled with 25/75 grey goose
down in channeled down-proof ticking cases.
• 50/50 Spring Down - loose seat with spring encased in foam on all
sides with dacron wrap encased in 50/50 grey goose down channeled
down-proof ticking case. Back pillows all 50/50 grey goose down in
channeled case.
• 50/50 Down - loose seat and back pillows filled with only 50/50 grey
goose down in channeled down-proof ticking case.

UPHOLSTERY PADDING & SEATING
DENSITY

May be adjusted for any fill per your request for softer or firmer density
than standard on your order. Selected cover fabric on different frame styles
will affect the overall feel of a particular filling. In the absence of customer’s
specific instruction, Kisabeth reserves the right to adjust filling to allow for cover
material’s characteristics and effect upon different frame styles.
NOTE: 80 / 20 or 100% Grey Goose or White Goose Down available
upon request.
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